There is a growing consensus that understanding the preclinical stages of AD is pivotal for the design of successful approaches to delay and even reverse the transition from normal brain physiology to cognitive impairments. More than two decades ago, amyloid-β (Aβ ) dyshomeostasis was proposed as the major initiating factor of AD, upstream of alterations in other proteins and diverse cell types 1, 2 . To date, none of the Aβ -targeted phase 3 clinical trials have shown benefits in AD, facilitating a search for alternative triggers and drives of AD pathogenesis [3] [4] [5] . While it is conceivable that the complexity of the downstream pathogenic processes increases after disease initiation 5 , the common rules and unifying principles underlying memory impairments in the early AD phase remain elusive. Before discussing the basic regulatory mechanisms, let us start by describing the earliest AD-related changes in the functions of neural circuits.
There is a growing consensus that understanding the preclinical stages of AD is pivotal for the design of successful approaches to delay and even reverse the transition from normal brain physiology to cognitive impairments. More than two decades ago, amyloid-β (Aβ ) dyshomeostasis was proposed as the major initiating factor of AD, upstream of alterations in other proteins and diverse cell types 1, 2 . To date, none of the Aβ -targeted phase 3 clinical trials have shown benefits in AD, facilitating a search for alternative triggers and drives of AD pathogenesis [3] [4] [5] . While it is conceivable that the complexity of the downstream pathogenic processes increases after disease initiation 5 , the common rules and unifying principles underlying memory impairments in the early AD phase remain elusive. Before discussing the basic regulatory mechanisms, let us start by describing the earliest AD-related changes in the functions of neural circuits.
It has long been proposed that changes in synaptic transmission provide a physiological substrate for learning, memory and a wide range of neurocomputations 6 . Electrophysiological studies in numerous AD models provide compelling evidence for impairments of distinct forms of hippocampal synaptic plasticity 7 . A large body of data has accumulated on the role of familial AD (fAD) mutations and Aβ in short-term synaptic plasticity and Hebbianlike long-term plasticity in the form of long-term potentiation (LTP) and depression (LTD). Acute application of small Aβ oligomers, extracted from cerebral cortex of AD patients, typically results in a disruption of LTP and an increase of LTD 8, 9 . Inhibition of Aβ degradation by neprilysin reduces short-term synaptic facilitation, shifting hippocampal synapses toward low-pass filters 10 . In addition to Aβ , other cleavage products of amyloid precursor protein (APP) processing 11, 12 and full-length APP itself 13, 14 may regulate synaptic transmission and plasticity under physiological and pathological conditions. Furthermore, a wide range of synaptic plasticity deficits has been documented in transgenic mouse models expressing single or multiple mutations in genes that cause autosomal-dominant, early-onset fAD: amyloid precursor protein (APP), presenilin-1 (PSEN1) and PSEN2. Although significant variability results in distinct models and experimental conditions 15 , functional changes in the intrahippocampal and cortico-hippocampal pathways typically precede the appearance of pathological aggregates in distinct fAD models 16 . In addition to synaptic plasticity deficits, emerging evidence points to functional alterations in the network activity of specific brain circuits (for review, see ref. 16 ). Electrophysiological studies show numerous EEG abnormalities in AD patients 17 and epileptiform activity in amnestic mild cognitive impairment (MCI) patients that precede or coincide with cognitive decline 18, 19 . Crucially, patients with epileptiform activity display faster decline of their cognitive abilities 18, 20 . Moreover, many PSEN1 fAD mutations lead to seizures 21 , some of them in adolescence, preceding cognitive decline by a decade 22 . Furthermore, clinically silent hippocampal seizures and epileptiform spikes have recently been detected using intracranial recordings in two patients at the early stages of sporadic AD 23 . In addition to epileptiform activity detected by electrophysiological recordings in temporal or temporofrontal lobes during the resting state, functional MRI studies demonstrate task-related hippocampal hyperactivation in patients with MCI 24 , in PSEN1 mutation carriers 30 years before the diagnosis 25 and in young asymptomatic carriers of the major risk factor for AD, APOE ε 4 [26] [27] [28] . Aberrant activity of hippocampal and cortical circuits is also a feature of numerous distinct fAD mouse models [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Imbalance of excitation-to-inhibition (E/I) due to interneuron dysfunction has emerged as a potential driver of AD-related network and cognitive dysfunctions 16, 29, 31 . Notably, low doses of the atypical antiepileptic drug levetiracetam has been shown to reduce hyperactivity and improve memory in
Interplay between firing homeostasis and synaptic plasticity
Why is the activity of cortico-hippocampal circuits destabilized in early AD stages? It is widely accepted that the homeostatic system allows central neural circuits to buffer acute and chronic stresses, safeguarding us from hyperactivity and seizures. The instability of spiking properties and the lack of compensation for hyperactivity, induced by distinct triggers, points to malfunction of the homeostatic control system at the level of cortico-hippocampal circuits. Thus, understanding the principles underlying stabilization of activity in neuronal populations is essential for determining whether malfunction of firing homeostatic machinery is at the core of the disease progression.
The concept of homeostasis has a long history in physiology, starting from the work of Claude Bernard in the middle of the 19th century on the stability of the 'milieu interieur' , the underlying principle of what Walter Canon would later term 'homeostasis' . Nearly two decades after Bernard and Canon, James Hardy proposed a model in which homeostatic mechanisms maintain physiological variables within an acceptable range by comparing the actual value of the variable to a desired value called a 'set point' 37 . However, research on neuronal homeostasis began only in the end of the 20th century, starting with the pioneering work of Eve Marder, Larry Abbott and colleagues on the mechanisms maintaining stable excitability properties of neurons 38 and of Gina Turrigiano, Sasha Nelson and colleagues on synaptic scaling mechanisms 39 via regulation of AMPA receptor (AMPAR) turnover at synapses 40 to maintain neural functions. These studies facilitated the discovery of diverse homeostatic adaptations in a form of negative feedback controls that appear to stabilize basic functions of neural circuits [41] [42] [43] . While most studies on neuronal homeostasis are based on the theoretical guidelines of control theory (Fig. 1a) , implementing these concepts on the complexity of the CNS circuits is quite challenging (see Box 1) . Some key questions remain unanswered. To mention only few: what are the cellular and network properties that are actively controlled by the homeostatic system, what is the spatial scale of this control, and how is the sensitivity of homeostatic system to perturbations is regulated? Answering these questions is absolutely critical for delineating the role of neuronal homeostasis in the progression of AD.
Recent studies suggest that mean firing rate, reflecting an average level of spontaneous spiking activity, is under homeostatic control in central neural circuits ex vivo 44 and in vivo [45] [46] [47] . Moreover,
Box 1 | the basics of homeostatic control: not so basic after all
While it is a well-known fact that the healthy brain functions in a narrow range of activity between status epilepticus and coma, how neural circuits, composed from highly dynamic and heterogeneous individual components, maintain stable activity over long timescales or adjust their properties to constantly changing environments remains obscure. A number of models have adopted engineering control theory to physiological regulation in general 93 and to neuronal activity regulation in particular 42 . According to control theory, the homeostatic system is based on several principle features: (i) a set point that defines the output of the system; (ii) sensors that detect a deviation from the set point; and (iii) a negative feedback loop to precisely retarget the set point via homeostatic effectors (Fig. 1a) . Extensive research has led to compelling evidence for a wide repertoire of possible homeostatic processes that may counteract the instability. These stabilizing mechanisms, including adjustments of synaptic strength, E/I balance and intrinsic excitability, have been collectively termed homeostatic plasticity 94 . While the concept of homeostasis is relatively straightforward for a simple mechanical system such as a thermostat, for complex CNS networks several key questions remain open:
What are the variables that undergo homeostatic regulation? It is reasonable to assume that cell-type-or circuit-specific functional demands determine the type of properties that are most strictly regulated. Thus, understanding the functional role of each component of the system is vital for our understanding of the specific variables that are controlled by homeostatic machinery. While mean firing rate and firing synchrony of spontaneous spiking have been shown to be under homeostatic control, whether homeostatic CNS machinery maintains other aspects of activity, such as the E/I ratio 95 98 . Notably, long-term electrophysiological and optical recordings ex vivo support the idea that singleneuron variability is an intrinsic property of the network 44 . As cell-autonomous and network-wide levels of regulation are not mutually exclusive, understanding the interactions between different regulation scales and possible competing hierarchies will be essential in understanding destabilization of neural circuits. Moreover, determining the mechanisms regulating network-wide stability will be critical for coping with the functional instability of interconnected networks.
Does susceptibility to perturbations depend on the functional requirements of neural circuits? Why do hippocampal circuits become dysfunctional in amnestic MCI associated with AD, while the primary sensory cortices remain fully functional until late stages? One possibility is that the specific functional requirements of the hippocampus may limit its homeostatic capacity and create circuit-specific vulnerability. Specifically, the unique role of the hippocampus in learning and memory may represent a challenge for the homeostatic regulatory system. The presence of functional adult neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus and the requirement for plasticity maintenance in hippocampal networks throughout life may pose an overwhelming challenge to the homeostatic regulatory systems stabilizing this hub of plasticity. If this is the case, the same perturbation would result in a restoration of function in less plastic structures, while leading to pathology in the hippocampus. firing synchrony is under homeostatic control as well, at least in ex vivo hippocampal networks 44 . If firing stability is indeed under homeostatic control, what are the mechanisms that operate to preserve this function under a constantly changing environment? One of the most important lessons from computational and experimental studies on neural homeostasis is that the same stable properties of neural networks can arise from multiple molecular configurations 43 . The ability of different mechanisms to yield the same output, termed degeneracy, has been proposed as a ubiquitous biological property and a feature of the system's complexity 48 . Thus, a large number of solutions regulating synaptic and intrinsic membrane properties can generate similar ongoing firing properties following environmental, genetic or learning-based perturbations.
The problem arises when the same mechanisms that are used by neural circuits to maintain stability can be also used to encode new information. This would mean that some adaptive solutions may interfere with distinct plasticity forms. For example, multiplicative synaptic scaling 39 , operating at the level of AMPAR abundance at spines 40 , has been proposed to uniformly adjust postsynaptic strength across the synapses. In this case, the relative differences in synaptic weights are preserved. If activity-dependent regulation maintains AMPAR numbers within the dynamic range (far from saturation or quiescence), this mechanism may preserve memoryrelated Hebbian plasticity and information processing between synaptic connections 49 . However, if the number of AMPARs reaches saturation or quiescence (silent synapses), the mechanism can limit Hebbian-like LTP and LTD mechanisms. In addition, presynaptic homeostatic adaptations [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] ultimately affect short-term synaptic plasticity, thus leading to deficits in synaptic computations 6 and in memory functions 56 . Synaptic adaptations also include structural changes at the level of spine number 57 . Finally, homeostatic changes in intrinsic excitability are widely documented in various neuronal circuits following a variety of manipulations 44, 58, 59 . These changes in intrinsic excitability do not induce a gross deformation in firing properties, but tune the sensitivity of neurons to the incoming input. Intrinsic plasticity may involve changes in gain or threshold, in spike-frequency adaptation, synaptic integration, local dendritic excitability, temporal firing patterns and resonance characteristics, thus impacting multiple forms of plasticity 60 . Moreover, the relative intrinsic excitability of a neuron at the time of learning has been suggested as determining its chance to participate in a given memory 61 . Therefore, the modulation of intrinsic excitability of a neuron during its resting state can regulate memory allocation.
All these considerations suggest that homeostatic processes, enabling stable firing properties, may preserve some functions of circuits while altering others. The resultant output depends on the type, magnitude and duration of a perturbation and on the functional organization of the specific neural circuits. Based on these parameters, some adaptive mechanisms employed by circuits to stabilize certain network behaviors may critically impact memories that are stored within these circuits. Here we define firing homeostasis as the maintenance of mean firing rate and firing pattern at the level of neuronal population during spontaneous neuronal activity. Firing homeostasis is typically a slow process, taking days to reach an original set point 44, 45, 62 . Therefore, in many cases, ongoing neuronal activity remains unbalanced for many hours following a perturbation. The change in the history of ongoing spiking activity is known to be an important factor modulating numerous synaptic and intrinsic plasticity forms 63 , a phenomenon collectively called 'metaplasticity' 64 . Indeed, impairments of synaptic plasticity and reductions in synapse density represent the prominent features of early AD phases 7 . Yet our understanding of the balance and imbalance between Hebbian and homeostatic processes is still in its infancy.
the failure of firing homeostasis and plasticity hypothesis
Nervous systems are not always capable of maintaining optimal output. On the one hand, some perturbations (classified as perturbations type I; Fig. 1b ) cause changes in synaptic or intrinsic mechanisms that are not essential for homeostatic control and thus induce . In this case, the output of the network is the mean firing rate and firing pattern, which are monitored by sensors and maintained at a set-point value by negative feedback mechanisms mediated via effectors. Any deviation from the desired firing properties is sensed as the difference between the desired output (the set point) and the actual output. The error signal is then corrected via the activity of effectors. b, Monitoring the activity of the same neurons for a long time enables testing for whether the mean firing rate in the network is stable. When a constant perturbation is introduced to elevate firing rates (blue arrow), homeostatic mechanisms are activated to adapt the system to the perturbation (adaptation phase). This type I perturbation relates to changes in nonessential, regulatory homeostatic components. It induces compensatory mechanisms that renormalize firing rates, despite continued interference. c, Under pathological conditions (perturbation type II; red arrow), homeostatic mechanisms fail to renormalize firing rates, leaving the network in a hyperactive state due maladaptive responses. Type II perturbations relate to impairments of the core homeostatic machinery.
a compensatory response that restores network functions. On the other hand, other perturbations (type II; Fig. 1c ) impair the core homeostatic machinery and thus remain uncompensated for, or their compensation leads to suboptimal or even pathological function 65 . Does AD-associated pathophysiology stem from a failure of the core homeostatic machinery?
We view AD pathophysiology as a network state that represents a common end point for distinct initial triggers, instead of as a singlecause-derived dysfunction. Based on this assumption, we propose that dysregulation of firing stability in cortico-hippocampal circuits and imbalance between firing stability and synaptic plasticity represent the major cause of memory impairments in early AD. This theory, which we refer to as the failure of firing homeostasis and plasticity (FHP) hypothesis, delineates possible mechanisms underlying the transition from silent pathophysiological features to memory impairments at the early AD stages. At later disease stages, we hypothesize that firing homeostasis failure triggers a vicious cycle that dysregulates the whole integrative homeostatic network, driving Alzheimer's degeneration 66 .
In this perspective, we provide a conceptual and experimental framework essential for examining the causal link between the homeostatic control system, firing stability and synaptic plasticity and their possible impairments in AD. While focusing on AD as an example of the most common type of late-life dementia, we believe this logic may be applicable to other types of neurodegenerative disorders accompanied by aberrant spiking activity and plasticity impairments. The types of insults and the circuitry that become vulnerable are expected to be disease-specific.
Using basic concepts of control theory and integrating them into known biological and pathophysiological processes yields strong predictions that can be verified experimentally (as described in the next section). To remove ambiguity that can arise from the complexity of these concepts, we propose the following simple criteria to assess the validity of the FHP theory:
• Detectability: a defective homeostatic mechanism should be detectable in the hippocampal and associated cortical circuits that display vulnerability in early AD stages, irrespective of the initial triggers.
• Reversibility: restoration of this specific homeostatic function and stability-plasticity balance should lead to amelioration of the pathophysiology and memory deficits.
• Mimicry: targeting key molecules to interfere with specific homeostatic functions should lead to synaptic plasticity deficits, memory impairments and disease progression in specific neural circuits.
These criteria are critical to determining whether deficits in homeostatic systems are necessary and sufficient for initiation of pathophysiology associated with neurodegeneration. Detecting impaired homeostatic mechanisms is the first and the most crucial step in assessing the HFP hypothesis. Thus, it will be the main focus of the experimental framework we propose.
categorization of failures in homeostatic control system
Typically, fAD cases emerge during the fifth decade of life, whereas sporadic, late-onset AD cases do not exhibit symptoms earlier than the seventh decade. Why do cognitive symptoms appear late in life? This question is still puzzling researchers. We propose that homeostatic systems actively suppress deviations from normal brain activity induced by genetic or environmental changes during healthy aging, while they fail in AD. Failures in firing homeostasis and synaptic plasticity represent the major cause of aberrant neuronal activity and memory impairments at early AD stages. Here we analyze the conceptual and experimental frameworks essential to examining the FHP hypothesis on the basis of control theory and outline three general types of homeostatic failures that may underlie AD-related hyperactivity (Fig. 2) . Here we aim to investigate the effect of impairing core homeostatic machinery (perturbation type II) on firing stabilization following hyperactivity. a, Accumulation of insults: a system that suffers multiple type I insults may initially be able to compensate, but it may eventually fail due to a restriction of the solution space following new insults. b, Regulation is abolished: in this case, when a type I perturbation is introduced in the presence of type II perturbation, the network does not compensate for the change in firing. This indicates that type II restricts type I-induced homeostatic mechanisms and abolishes regulation of firing rates. c, Regulation fails to reach the set point: in the more complicated scenario, the network may overshoot, for example under malfunctioning errorsignal estimations. The network may also enter an oscillation state if the kinetics of compensatory mechanisms are altered by a type II perturbation. d, The set point is changed: in this example, when a type I perturbation is introduced, homeostatic compensation mechanisms are still active, yet they trigger a compensation to the new steady-state level that the type II perturbation imposed, indicating that type II perturbations affect establishment of the firing rate set point. Inset: type I perturbation (blue arrow), acutely augmenting spiking activity without impairing the essential elements of homeostatic system, induces homeostatic compensatory mechanisms that renormalize firing rates to a set-point level (top). Type II perturbation (red arrow) affects mean firing rates without inducing a compensatory homeostatic response (bottom), indicating that type II is involved in regulation of firing rate stability.
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Maladaptive feedback response to a perturbation Much effort has been devoted to identifying the primary synaptic and neuronal changes initiating AD-related dysfunctions of neural circuits. While numerous homeostatic molecular players have been implicated in AD pathogenesis (summarized in Table 1 ), very little is known about the role of compensatory homeostatic mechanisms and their failures in development of the aberrant brain activity and cognitive deficits associated with AD. One possibility is that mutations associated with early-onset AD target the key players in the homeostatic machinery, thus interfering with proper homeostatic compensation (Fig. 2a,b) . For example, PSEN1 mutation M146V, or PSEN1-knockout, impairs postsynaptic scaling in hippocampal neurons 67 . Another attractive possibility is dysregulation of master transcriptional regulators, such as repressor element-1 silencing transcription factor (REST). It has been shown that downregulation of REST, associated with MCI and AD 68 , impairs presynaptic and intrinsic homeostatic mechanisms in response to hyperactivity in neural networks 69, 70 . Thus, REST may represent a core regulatory element of homeostatic effectors essential for normal aging. An alternative possibility is that excessive or insufficient homeostatic adjustments occur due to deficits in the regulatory feedback mechanisms activated by the initial perturbation (Fig. 2c) . For example, an integral feedback loop involving NF-κ B, polo-like kinases (Plks) and GTPase-activating protein (SPAR) has been implicated in limiting overshooting and enabling refinement of homeostatic adjustments to elevated activity 71 . In this study, NF-κ B deficiency produced exaggerated homeostatic reductions in the size and density of dendritic spines, synaptic AMPARs and excitatory synaptic currents in response to chronic increase in neuronal excitation. Indeed, an overshoot in synaptic scaling has recently been reported in the presence of oligomeric Aβ in response to chronic inactivity in vitro and to sensory deprivation in vivo 72 . As synaptic dysregulation is at the heart of AD pathophysiology, imprecise synaptic scaling may result in pathological over-or undercompensation in the firing rate. However, whether and how synaptic scaling contributes to firing homeostasis still remains unknown.
A defect in compensatory mechanisms at the level of intrinsic excitability presents another example of a maladaptive feedback response that could shift the network into a hyperactive state. If the remaining adaptive synaptic mechanisms are only able to partially compensate for a perturbation, this may lead to functional changes that arise only under specific functional demands, leading to context-specific memory failures. Over longer periods of time, this chronic dysregulation of firing and hyperactivity (even if mild and context-specific) may then cause an overactivation of the remaining functional homeostatic mechanisms, leading to a gradual, , changing the slope of a transfer function. Ca 2+ levels drop (1) even though spiking levels remain the same (2). The activated sensor (3) elevates spiking activity (4) to maintain the target Ca 2+ levels (5), leading to a new, hyperactive, steady-state. c, In another pathological setting, the sensitivity of the Ca 2+ sensor to Ca 2+ is reduced (1), shifting the target Ca 2+ levels upwards (2). Excessive spiking activity is then produced (3) to maintain the new higher target Ca 2+ levels (4). but persistent, synaptic loss. Indeed, Aβ accumulation triggers endocytosis of AMPARs 73 and ubiquitination of the GluA1 receptor subunit 74 , leading to spine loss 8, 75 . Synapse weakening and elimination may present a compensatory mechanism that is insufficient to renormalize hyperactivity induced by Aβ at short timescales 10, 13, 14 .
In the future, we will need to determine whether misregulation of the core molecular homeostatic machinery (type II perturbations) causes AD-related firing destabilization 66 . Systematic screening of candidates implicated in homeostatic feedback responses and in AD (Table 1) , including early-onset fAD mutations as well as late-onset AD genetic risk factors 76 , will help to assess the role of the genetic and environmental AD risk factors in these processes. The molecular targets required for firing rate renormalization will be selected for to identify the mechanisms underlying the lack of firing compensation. Furthermore, it will be critical to identify the necessary and sufficient adaptive mechanisms enabling firing homeostasis. Is compensation at the level of a particular adaptive mechanism sufficient to maintain firing stability, or is a combination of several adaptive mechanisms required? If spine loss represents a homeostatic response serving to counteract hyperactivity, therapeutic strategies aiming to rescue spine loss would exacerbate hyperactivity and accelerate cognitive decline. Thus, the balance between different levels of compensation and distinct functional outcomes must be addressed.
Impairments of set-point regulation
An alternative hypothetical possibility is that hippocampal hyperactivity relates to elevation in the firing set point in prodromal AD stages. Theoretically, impairments of set-point regulation represent a special case of homeostatic machinery failure (Fig. 2d) . This type of error does not represent incapability to compensate. Rather, it relates to a systematic deviation from the physiological boundaries that enable optimal functioning of the system. Chronic homeostatic disorders may result from locking the system in a stable pathological state. As a result, all the compensatory mechanisms start acting in reference to this pathological set-point value, which is detrimental to the circuit's functioning. Notably, therapeutic approaches at the level of homeostatic effectors might be ultimately ineffective when the system is trying to actively re-establish a pathological steadystate value of output. Impairments in firing set-point regulation may explain why hyperactivity is not compensated for by diverse homeostatic mechanisms. Unfortunately, our understanding of firing set-point regulation is still rudimentary. A possible candidate is the mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway, which has emerged as a critical integrator of neuronal activity and synaptic inputs that, in turn, regulate many cell-biological processes 77 . Thus, it is not surprising that mTOR is implicated in a myriad of disorders, including autism, epilepsy and AD 78 . Notably, dysregulation of mTOR pathway increases the E/I ratio, leading to hippocampal hyperexcitability 79 (see Table 1 ). Remarkably, rapamycin treatment slowed aging in mice 80 , reduced seizure frequency and enhanced survival in a mouse model of tuberous sclerosis complex 81 and improved cognitive impairments in an AD mouse model 82 . It remains to be determined whether an increase in firing set point contributes to hyperactivity in early AD stages. Assuming that compensatory responses and set points are separately controlled, two conditions must be met for identifying bona fide machinery underlying set-point establishment ( Fig. 2d) : (i) inhibition or knockdown of the key set-point machinery should cause a stable change in the controlled variable, such as mean firing rate or firing synchrony, without inducing a compensatory response; and (ii) known activity perturbations that induce firing renormalization under control conditions should not be impaired following modulation of the set-point. Discovering the mechanisms that regulate firing set points in specific neural circuits may open a new therapeutic possibility for AD and other disorders characterized by aberrant neuronal activity.
Impairments of sensors detecting deviation from a setpoint
Understanding the mechanism by which sensors are activated is a fundamental open area of research in the field. Previous studies have proposed that spiking activity may be translated to changes in intracellular Ca 2+ levels, which are controlled by a putative Ca 2+ sensor. CaMK4 has been proposed to sense Ca 2+ and trigger postsynaptic scaling in a cell-autonomous manner 83, 84 . Ca 2+ sensor sensitivity and subsequent changes in the steady-state levels of transcriptional complexes have been suggested to induce changes in cell-autonomous regulation of firing set point 65 . However, very little is known about the mechanisms that govern this regulation and how they may lead to pathology. Moreover, the sensors that enable firing homeostasis at the level of the population remain unidentified. As biological sensors are assumed to use a proxy to measure Top: a fully functional homeostatic controller enables a balance between excitatory synaptic drive (excitation), inhibitory synaptic drive (inhibition) and intrinsic excitability. Second row: genetic, pharmacological and experience-dependent life events can trigger malfunction at a particular node (red dot) in the network, affecting firing stability. Third row: depending on the initial state of the regulatory system and the type of insult inflicted, a subset of solutions become maladaptive, resulting in cognitive impairments at the early AD stages, while the majority retain normal cognitive function. Bottom: according to the FHP hypothesis, insults that impair the core homeostatic machinery reduce the homeostatic capacity of the network and lead to a spectrum of maladaptive responses, resulting in early AD. Within the AD subset of solutions, not all have the same functional features. Some might manifest hyperactivity, while others might lead to impaired plasticity, and these dysfunctions may extensively overlap. On the other side of the spectrum are insults affecting mechanisms that are nonessential for homeostatic response. These lead to a spectrum of adaptive solutions that enable functional renormalization and preserve cognitive function.
the controlled variable, Ca 2+ sensors may translate spiking activity to downstream effectors that enable firing homeostasis under physiological conditions (Fig. 3a) . Pathological states may be caused by activation of a sensor by incorrect information. Such incidents can occur if the sensed factor is partially decoupled from the controlled variable. For example, cytosolic Ca 2+ levels can become partially decoupled from firing rates if Ca 2+ homeostasis is impaired or Ca 2+ levels exceed the dynamic range of Ca 2+ sensors (Fig. 3b) . While dysregulation of Ca 2+ homeostasis is a prominent feature of AD 85 , how it affects the coupling of Ca 2+ to spiking activity has not been addressed. Another possibility is that the sensor itself may develop a malfunction (Fig. 3c) , in which case its activity level could be specifically targeted to restore homeostasis. In addition to Ca 2+ sensors, these dysfunctions are also applicable to other types of sensors such as metabolic sensors, the sensors that govern protein quality control and immune responses. Sensor impairments may underlie the reduction in the seizure threshold observed in different types of AD model mice and the increase in seizure incidence in AD patients 16 . To determine whether sensors or sensed factors are decoupled from the controlled variable, two parameters should be measured in wild-type versus AD models: (i) the dynamic range of a putative sensor; and (ii) the transfer function between changes in the sensed factor and the output that is under homeostatic control, such as mean firing rate. As highly sensitive Ca 2+ indicators and other signaling molecules targeting specific compartments are now widely available, evaluating the coupling between these moieties and a homeostatic function may provide better understanding of the mechanisms underlying AD-related impairments of sensors' activity.
Disruption of stability-plasticity balance in early AD as a possible path to pathology
The early clinical AD stages are characterized by pure memory deficits that could be caused by primary impairments of synaptic plasticity (with secondary compensatory problems) or by primary failures in firing homeostasis (with secondary plasticity dysfunctions). Recent data from fAD mouse models led to inconclusive results regarding the temporal sequence of events 15 . It is still not clear whether synaptic plasticity abnormalities precede, coincide with or follow the changes in the basal synaptic and intrinsic membrane properties that shape ongoing spiking activity. Our study, using pharmacological inhibition of Aβ degradation via neprilysin, may provide some clues on the sequence of pathophysiological events. Acute inhibition of neprilysin in wild-type, but not in APP-lacking neurons, led to a mild ~50% increase in extracellular Aβ levels, resulting in an increase of glutamate release probability and increases of the E/I ratio and spontaneous firing rate 10 . However, chronic (48 h) neprilysin inhibition caused a reduction in the number of functional synapses 10 and in the LTP magnitude (Abramov and Slutsky, unpublished data). Based on these results, we proposed that an increase in ongoing neuronal activity might represent a basic feature of the early pathological phase that leads to a compensatory synapse weakening, elimination and plasticity deficits at the later AD stages.
According to the FHP hypothesis, a large number of diverse insults, either intrinsic or extrinsic, may disturb the components of homeostatic regulatory system and plasticity mechanisms (Fig.  4) . While some very important information regarding the early AD phase is still missing, the effects these insults produce on homeostatic regulation may be categorized into two main types of impairments, depending on the kind of insult, as well as the patient's genetic background and life experience. One-which does not target essential components of homeostatic control-induces a wide spectrum of adaptive solutions that enable firing stabilization and preserve cognitive functions. The second type of impairments targets the core homeostatic machinery at the level of sensors, effectors or set point that is essential for firing homeostasis 66 . deficit induces maladaptive solutions that diminish the homeostatic capacity of the system, leading to AD-related cognitive impairments. Within the spectrum of early AD states, a fraction of patients may show no obvious changes in rates and patterns of ongoing spikes, but display plasticity-related memory problems due to a limited solution space (in comparison to the large number of adaptive solutions available in cognitively normal individuals). In these cases, reduced homeostatic capacity may result in fragile synaptic plasticity. Thus, plasticity impairments and excessive synaptic elimination at the early disease stages may represent a trade-off, resulting from the system's efforts to maintain firing stability 44 . On the other hand, another fraction of early AD patients may display primary dysfunctions at the level of the core homeostatic machinery, leading to silent epileptiform spikes and seizures and subsequent cognitive decline.
What might be putative cellular malfunctions that mediate imbalance between firing stability and synaptic plasticity? Notably, fAD mutations in PSEN1, the catalytic subunit of γ -secretase 86 , regulate not only LTP 87 but also neurogenesis 88 and homeostatic scaling 67 . Moreover, conditional PSEN1 deletion in the CA3 hippocampal area leads to impairments in neurotransmission, shortterm synaptic facilitation and LTP 89 . As PSEN1 mutations increase the incidence of epilepsy in AD patients 18 , this enzyme may represent the key candidate for stability-plasticity imbalance in the rare, early-onset fAD cases. Another potential candidate that may be involved in firing dysregulation in the most common, sporadic AD form is mTOR, which is hyperactivated in AD 90 . Notably, mTOR is known to regulate presynaptic homeostatic adaptations 91 , E/I ratio and spontaneous firing rate 79 , protein-synthesis-dependent longterm plasticity and hippocampus-dependent learning and memory functions 92 . These are but a few examples of mechanisms that may cause the stability-plasticity imbalance underlying memory impairments in AD.
It is important to consider a wide spectrum of adaptive and maladaptive solutions that may be induced in response to distinct types of perturbations. Circuits that are capable of maintaining firing stability and synaptic plasticity remain in a healthy state (Fig.  5a ). Moreover, in some cases, circuits may achieve firing stability through adaptive mechanisms that enhance synaptic plasticity. This may even lead to cognitive enhancement (Fig. 5b) . Conversely, in other cases, circuits may compromise synaptic plasticity to maintain firing stability (Fig. 5c) . Such a trade-off between plasticity and stability may be the earliest hallmark of AD. An alternative track toward memory impairment is characterized by failures in both firing stability and plasticity (Fig. 5d ). As patients with hyperactivity have been shown to undergo faster cognitive decline 20 , it would be important to explore whether the loss of plasticity and stability together increases the chance for MCI-to-AD transitions. Taken as a whole, the FHP hypothesis suggests that the early AD phase may represent the 'price' for a successful effort or the result of a failed attempt to maintain firing stability.
Future challenges
While current experimental evidence, based on electrophysiological and imaging studies in human and AD mouse models, supports the core idea behind the FHP hypothesis, direct experimental proof is needed. Exciting discoveries on the role of stability-plasticity imbalance in early AD development are ahead of us. Many basic questions still remain unresolved. How do properties of single synapses shape the behavior of neural networks and vice versa at long timescales? What are the building blocks of the core homeostatic machinery? How do they interact with memory-related plasticity mechanisms? Do fAD mutations induce dysfunctions in the core homeostatic machinery? Answering these open questions may pave a new road to understanding the principle basis of early-phase AD in the next decade.
